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The Systems Development Life Cycle Course
Organizations must learn how to build and implement systems to remain competitive. Software that is built
correctly can support agile organizations and can transform as the organization and its business transforms.
Software that effectively meets employee needs will help an organization become more productive and enhance
decision making. Software that does not meet employee needs may have a damaging effect on productivity and
can even cause a business to fail. Employee involvement along with using the right implementation
methodology when developing software is critical to the success of an organization.
Systems Development Life Cycle
The systems development life cycle (SDLC) is the overall process for developing information systems from
planning and analysis through implementation and maintenance. The SDLC is the foundation for all systems
development methodologies and there are literally hundreds of different activities associated with each phase in
the SDLC. Typical activities include determining budgets, gathering system requirements, and writing detailed
user documentation. The activities performed during each systems development project will vary. The SDLC
begins with a business need, followed by an assessment of the functions a system must have to satisfy the need,
and ends when the benefits of the system no longer outweigh its maintenance costs. This is why it is referred to
as a „lifecycle‟.
The SDLC is comprised of seven distinct phases: planning, analysis, design, development, testing,
implementation, and maintenance. This section takes a detailed look at a few of the more common activities
performed during the phases of the systems development life cycle along with common issues facing software
development projects.
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1. Planning
The planning phase involves establishing a high-level plan of the intended project and determining project
goals. Remember that once a project is identified, the first steps involve assigning a project manager and
developing a project charter, then guiding the project and initiating the project planning phase.

Planning is the first and most critical phase of any systems development effort an organization undertakes,
regardless of whether the effort is to develop a system that allows customers to order products over the Internet,
determine the best logistical structure for warehouses around the world, or develop a strategic information
alliance with another organization. Organizations must carefully plan the activities (and determine why they are
necessary) to be successful. The three primary activities involved in the planning phase are:
1. Identify and select the system for development.
2. Assess project feasibility.
3. Develop the project plan.
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1. Identify and Select the System for Development
Systems are successful only when they solve the right problem or take advantage of the right opportunity.
Systems development focuses on either solving a problem or taking advantage of an opportunity. Determining
which systems are required to support the strategic goals of an organization is one of the primary activities
performed during the planning phase. Typically, employees generate proposals to build new information
systems when they are having a difficult time performing their jobs. Unfortunately, most organizations have
limited resources and cannot afford to develop all proposed information systems. Therefore, they look to critical
success factors to help determine which systems to build. Determining which systems are required to support
the strategic goals of an organization is one of the primary activities performed during the planning phase.
Typically, employees generate proposals to build new information systems when they are having a difficult time
performing their jobs. Unfortunately, most organizations have limited resources and cannot afford to develop all
proposed information systems. Therefore, they look to critical success factors to help determine which systems
to build.
A critical success factor (CSF) is a factor that is critical to an organization‟s success. To determine which
system to develop, an organization tracks all the proposed systems and prioritizes them by business impact or
critical success factors. This allows the business to prioritize which problems require immediate attention and
which problems can wait. Below figure displays possible evaluation criteria for determining which projects to
develop.

Assess Project Feasibility
A feasibility study determines if the proposed solution is feasible and achievable from a financial, technical, and
organizational standpoint. Typically, an organization will define several alternative solutions that it can pursue
to solve a given problem. A feasibility study is used to determine if the proposed solution is achievable, given
the organization‟s resources and constraints in regard to technology, economics, organizational factors, and
legal and ethical considerations. These are the different types of feasibility studies an organization can perform.
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Develop the Project Plan
Developing a project plan is one of the final activities performed during the planning phase and it is one of the
hardest and most important activities. The project plan is the guiding force behind on-time delivery of a
complete and successful system. It logs and tracks every single activity performed during the project. If an
activity is missed, or takes longer than expected to complete, the project plan must be updated to reflect these
changes. Updating the project plan must be performed in every subsequent phase during the systems
development effort.
2. Analysis
The analysis phase involves analyzing end-user business requirements and refining project goals into defined
functions and operations of the intended system. A good start is essential and the organization must spend as
much time, energy, and resources as necessary to perform a detailed, accurate analysis. The three primary
activities involved in the analysis phase are:
1. Gather business requirements.
2. Create process diagrams.
3. Perform a buy versus build analysis.
Gather Business Requirements
Perhaps, the most crucial component of the analysis phase is the development of business requirements.
Business requirements are the detailed set of business requests that the system must meet to be successful. At
this point, there is little or no concern with any implementation or reference to technical details. For example,
the types of technology used to build the system, such as an Oracle database or the Java programming language,
are not yet defined. The only focus is on gathering the true business requirements for the system. A sample
business requirement might state, “The system must track all customer sales by product, region, and sales
representative.” This requirement states what the system must do from the business perspective, giving no
details or information on how the system is going to meet this requirement.
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The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) defines the objective of requirements management as ensuring
customer requirements are the focus of the project from inception to delivery. Any changes must be tracked
with corresponding updates made to project documents and plans. Requirements management is the process of
identifying, documenting, communicating, tracking, and managing project requirements as well as changes to
those requirements. It is not a single point in time occurrence, but rather must be an ongoing process that stays
in lockstep with the development process. Losing sight of requirements is often the first step on the road to
over-budget, late projects that do not meet specifications, or end up cancelled. The most important step in
deciding project requirements is obtaining user input on written business requirements. Gathering business
requirements is basically conducting an investigation in which users identify all the organization‟s business
needs and take measurements of these needs.

A solid understanding of user requirements helps to define application capabilities throughout the project‟s life
cycle. Projects in which users or user groups have a good understanding of their true needs have a better rate of
return and lower risk than those that have broader requirements. Often, users find it difficult to articulate their
true needs or the IT team misinterprets them. This leads to a compromise during this phase whereby questions
remain unanswered and a communication gap develops between the user community and the IT team. It is
essential that the project manager, together with the development team, get the business requirements right! The
requirements definition document contains the final set of business requirements, prioritized in order of
business importance. The system users review the requirements definition document and determine if they will
sign off on the business requirements.
Sign-off is the system users‟ actual signatures indicating they approve all of the business requirements. One of
the first major milestones on the project plan is usually the users‟ sign-off on business requirements.
Create Process Diagrams
Once a business analyst takes a detailed look at how an organization performs its work and its processes, the
analyst can recommend ways to improve these processes to make them more efficient and effective. Process
modeling involves graphically representing the processes that capture, manipulate, store, and distribute
information between a system and its environment. One of the most common diagrams used in process
modeling is the data flow diagram.
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A data flow diagram (DFD) illustrates the movement of information between external entities and the
processes and data stores within the system. Process models and data flow diagrams establish the specifications
of the system. Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools are software suites that automate systems
analysis, design, and development. Process models and data flow diagrams can provide the basis for the
automatic generation of the system if they are developed using a CASE tool.

Perform a buy versus build analysis
An organization faces two primary choices when deciding to develop an informa tion system: (1) it can buy the
information system from a vendor or (2) it can build the system itself. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
software is a software package or solution that is purchased to support one or more business functions and
information systems. Most customer relationship management, supply chain management, and enterprise
resource planning solutions are COTS. Typically, a cost-benefit analysis forms the basis of the buy versus build
decision.
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Three key factors an organization should also consider when contemplating the buy versus build decision are:
(1) time to market, (2) corporate resources, and (3) core competencies.

Weighing the complex relationship between each of these three variables will help an organization make the
right choice. When making the all-important buy versus build decision consider when the product must be
available, how many resources are available, and how the organization‟s core competencies affect the product.
If these questions can be definitely answered either yes or no, then the answer is easy. However, most
organizations cannot answer these questions with a solid yes or no. Most organizations need to make a trade-off
between the lower cost of buying a system and the need for a system that meets all of their requirements.
Finding a system to buy that meets all an organization‟s unique business requirements is next to impossible.
3. Design
The design phase involves describing the desired features and operations of the system including screen
layouts, business rules, process diagrams, pseudo code, and other documentation. The two primary activities
involved in the design phase are:
1. Design the IT infrastructure.
2. Design system models.
Design the IT Infrastructure
The system must be supported by a solid IT infrastructure or chances are the system will crash, malfunction, or
not perform as expected. The IT infrastructure must meet the organization‟s needs in terms of time, cost,
technical feasibility, and flexibility. Most systems run on a computer network with each employee having a
client and the application running on a server. During this phase, the IT specialists recommend what types of
clients and servers to buy including memory and storage requirements, along with software recommendations.
An organization typically explores several different IT infrastructures that must meet current as well as future
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system needs. For example, databases must be large enough to hold the current volume of customers plus all
new customers that the organization expects to gain over the next several years.

Design System Models
Modeling is the activity of drawing a graphical representation of a design. An organization should model
everything it builds including reports, programs, and databases. Many different types of modeling activities are
performed during the design phase including:
● Graphical user interface (GUI) is the interface to an information system.
GUI screen design is the ability to model the information system screens for an entire system using icons,
buttons, menus, and submenus.
● Data models represent a formal way to express data relationships to a database management system
(DBMS).
● Entity relationship diagram (ERD) is a technique for documenting the relationships between entities in a
database environment.
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4. Development
The development phase involves taking all of the detailed design documents from the design phase and
transforming them into the actual system. The two primary activities involved in the development phase are:
1. Develop the IT infrastructure.
2. Develop the database and programs.
Develop the IT Infrastructure
The platform upon which the system will operate must be built before building the actual system. In the design
phase, an organization creates a blueprint of the proposed IT infrastructure displaying the design of the
software, hardware, and telecommunication equipment. In the development phase, the organization purchases
and implements the required equipment to support the IT infrastructure.
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Most new systems require new hardware and software. It may be as simple as adding memory to a client or as
complex as setting up a wide area network across several states.
Develop the Database and Programs
Once the IT infrastructure is built, the organization can begin to create the database and write the programs
required for the system. IT specialists perform these functions and it may take months or even years to design
and create all the needed elements to complete the system.
5. Testing
According to a report issued in June 2003 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
defective software costs the U.S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion each year. Of that total, software users
incurred 64 percent of the costs and software developers 36 percent. NIST suggests that improvements in
testing could reduce this cost by about a third, or $22.5 billion, but that unfortunately testing improvements
would not eliminate all software errors.
The testing phase involves bringing all the project pieces together into a special testing environment to test for
errors, bugs, and interoperability, in order to verify that the system meets all the business requirements defi ned
in the analysis phase.
The two primary activities involved in the testing phase are:
1. Write the test conditions.
2. Perform the system testing.
Write the test conditions.
Testing is critical. An organization must have excellent test conditions to perform an exhaustive test. Test
conditions are the detailed steps the system must perform along with the expected results of each step. The
tester will execute each test condition and compare the expected results with the actual results in order to verify
that the system functions correctly.
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A typical system development effort has hundreds or thousands of test conditions. Every single test condition
must be executed to verify that the system performs as expected. Writing all the test conditions and performing
the actual testing of the software takes a tremendous amount of time and energy. Testing is critical to the
successful development of any system.
Perform the System Testing
System developers must perform many different types of testing to ensure that the system works as expected.
System developers must perform many different types of testing to ensure that the system works as expected.
Often, the development team asks testers to „pound‟ the system or „hit the system hard‟. Stressing the system
and attempting to actually cause a failure, often via unorthodox methods, is critical in determining the viability
of the system and unforeseen problems.

6. Implementation
The implementation phase involves placing the system into production so users can begin to perform actual
business operations with the system. The implementation phase is also referred to as „delivery‟. The
implementation phase is comprised of two activities: training and conversion. Each of these activities include
multiple part tasks such as writing detailed user documentation, determining the conversion method, and
providing training for system users. How and what time during the phase these tasks occurs, often depends upon
the conversion method selected. For example, for a plunge conversion, all training must take place prior to the
conversion. Alternatively, during a parallel conversion, training can be offered at scheduled intervals as the new
system is rolled out. Also, the complexity and comprehensive nature of the new system can dictate timing and
steps necessary to deliver or implement the system. The two primary activities of the implementation phase
include:
1. System Training
2. Implementation Method
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System Training
System users require user documentation that details how to use the system. User documentation typically is
provided with the new system. The user documentation must be presented in language that is easy to understand
and digest with examples and instruction that are simple to follow. Including graphics and sample problems is
recommended. It also must be easily accessed and made available (and updated) for as long as the system is
live. Delivery methods can include an internal online system such as a private intranet or via hard copy in the
form of manuals. Developing and distributing detailed user documentation is a cost related to the overall project
and must not be overlooked or excluded from cost estimates. System users find it extremely frustrating to have
a new system without documentation.
Methods for Training System Users
By simply training users, organizations can speed implementation, realize cost and productivity benefits early,
create positive „buzz‟, and alleviate potential, nagging conversion problems. Most help desk professionals will
agree that nothing is more wasteful than to answer the same question many times a day that could have easily
been addressed through routine user training. An organization must provide training for the system users. The
two most popular types of training are self-paced and group training. The most common form of self-paced
training is online training. Online training is delivered via the web, a CD-ROM, DVD, or other static media a
user can access instantly and as needed. Online training is cost effective because it can be deployed fairly easily
and to the entire user community simultaneously and because it is self-directed and does not unnecessarily tap
additional needed personnel. System users schedule their own training, on their own computers, at their own
pace. They are responsible for learning the system by clarifying questions as they go. Mastery of a new system
via self-paced training can be made evident by including tests or quizzes as a condition of training completion.
Group training is just that—learning the new system by training groups of users rather than individuals.
Common forms of group training include train-the-trainer, workshop training, and online group training using
technology. Train-the-trainer involves developing a few system experts and deploying them throughout the
organization to train others. This method often frees up the development team to proceed to the next project
without being „on call‟ to troubleshoot user inquiries. Trainers often can serve as a conduit to the development
team providing feedback regarding system training and conversion. Workshop training is set in a classroom
environment and led by an instructor. Workshop training is recommended for difficult systems where the
system users require one-on-one time with an individual instructor. Online group training is extremely
effective in training system users who are geographically dispersed. The training is conducted by a
knowledgeable presenter using both phones and computers. Users call into the session, are connected to the
presentation, are guided through the training by the presenter, and follow the training on their own computer.
Users can either ask questions real-time or send in questions to be addressed at a later time.
Implementation Method
An organization must choose the conversion method that most clearly meets its business objectives and can
realistically be deployed to ensure a successful system implementation. There are four primary implementation
methods an organization can use.
 Parallel Conversion - Using both the old and new systems until it is evident that the new system
performs correctly.
 Phased Conversion - Implementing the new system in phases until it is evident that the new system
performs correctly and then implementing the remaining phases of the new system.
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 Pilot Conversion - Having only a small group of people use the new system until it is evident that th new
system performs correctly and then adding the remaining people to the new system.
 Plunge Conversion - Discarding the old system completely and immediately using the new system.
For example, if a company is in an industry where governmental compliance is mandatory and a system will be
out of compliance by a certain date and that date has arrived, a company can only choose a plunge conversion.
Or, let‟s say a company has few resources available for system monitoring and user training. It probably is wise
for it to choose a phased conversion so it can effectively monitor the system and train users.
7. Maintenance
The maintenance phase involves performing changes, corrections, additions, and upgrades to ensure the system
continues to meet the business goals. This phase continues for the life of the system because the system must
change as the business evolves and its needs change, demanding constant monitoring, supporting the new
system with frequent minor changes (for example, new reports or information capturing), and reviewing the
system to be sure it is moving the organization toward its strategic goals. Once a system is in place, it must
change as the organization changes. The three primary activities involved in the maintenance phase are:
1. Build a help desk to support the system users.
2. Perform system maintenance.
3. Provide an environment to support system changes.
Build a Help Desk to Support the System Users
The most common method for supporting systems users is to establish a help desk. A help desk is a group of
people who respond to internal system user questions. Typically, internal system users have a help desk
extension or phone number they call when they have issues or questions about the system. Staffing a help desk
that answers internal user questions is an excellent way to provide comprehensive support for new systems. It
also can serve as a feedback mechanism to the development team to relay common problems that need to be
addressed; to report obvious oversights in training; and to identify and report widespread systems errors called
„bugs‟. New hire and regularly recurring refresher training also serve to support system users.
Perform System Maintenance
Maintenance is fixing or enhancing an information system. Many different types of maintenance must be
performed on the system to ensure it continues to operate as expected. These include:
 Adaptive maintenance — making changes to increase system functionality to meet new business
requirements.
 Corrective maintenance — making changes to repair system defects.
 Perfective maintenance— making changes to enhance the system and improve such things as
processing performance and usability.
 Preventive maintenance— making changes to reduce the chance of future system failures.
Provide an Environment to Support System Changes
As changes arise in the business environment, an organization must react to those changes by assessing the
impact on the system. It might well be that the system needs to adjust to meet the ever-changing needs of the
business environment. If so, an organization must modify its systems to support the business environment.
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A change management system includes a collection of procedures to document a change request and defi ne
the steps necessary to consider the change based on the expected impact of the change. Most change
management systems require that a change request form be initiated by one or more project stakeholders (users,
customers, analysts, developers). Ideally, these change requests are reviewed by a change control board (CCB)
responsible for approving or rejecting all change requests. The CCB‟s composition typically includes a
representative for each business area that has a stake in the project. The CCB‟s decision to accept or reject each
change is based on an impact analysis of the change. For example, if one department wants to implement a
change to the software that will increase both deployment time and cost, then the other business owners need to
agree that the change is valid and that it warrants the extended time frame and increased budget.
Software Problems are Business Problems
Only 28 percent of projects are developed within budget and delivered on time and as promised, says a Standish
Group report. The primary reasons for project failure are:






Unclear or missing business requirements.
Skipping SDLC phases.
Failure to manage project scope.
Failure to manage project plan.
Changing technology

Unclear or Missing Business Requirements
The most common reason systems fail is because the business requirements are either missing or incorrectly
gathered during the analysis phase. The business requirements drive the entire system. If they are not accurate
or complete, the system will not be successful.
It is important to discuss the relationship between the SDLC and the cost for the organization to fix errors. An
error found during the analysis and design phase is relatively inexpensive to fix. All that is typically required is
a change to a Word document. However, exactly the same error found during the testing or implementation
phase is going to cost the organization an enormous amount to fix because it has to change the actual system.
exponentially the later the error is found in the SDLC.
Skipping SDLC Phases
The first thing individuals tend to do when a project falls behind schedule is to start skipping phases in the
SDLC. For example, if a project is three weeks behind in the development phase, the project manager might
decide to cut testing down from six weeks to three weeks. Obviously, it is impossible to perform all the testing
in half the time. Failing to test the system will lead to unfound errors, and chances are high that the system will
fail. It is critical that an organization perform all phases in the SDLC during every project. Skipping any of the
phases is sure to lead to system failure.
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Failure to Manage Project Scope
It is natural for users to want everything—they would be especially happy if their computer even got up and
fetched them a cup of coffee! As such, it is imperative to reduce or minimize features and functions. Feature
creep occurs when developers add extra features not part of the initial requirements. Scope is a collection of
requirements. Scope creep occurs when the scope of the project increases beyond the initial scope statement.
Scope creep and feature creep are difficult to manage and can easily cause a project to fall behind schedule,
increase costs, or both. Often, scope creep occurs, at times, innocently enough by a simple hallway discussion
of adding „bells and whistles‟. The key to reducing time and money is constraining scope to just those elements
that are absolutely necessary. Optimizing scope minimizes risk and maximizes return. Project managers can
discourage an unwieldy scope by keeping the executive sponsor informed and using a formal change
management or change control system.
Failure to Manage Project Plan
Managing the project plan is one of the biggest challenges during systems development. The project plan is the
road map the organization follows during the development of the system. Developing the initial project plan is
the easiest part of the project manager‟s job. Managing and revising the project plan is the hard part. The project
plan is a living document since it changes almost daily on any project. Failing to monitor, revise, and update the
project plan can lead to project failure.
Changing Technology
Many real-world projects have hundreds of business requirements, take years to complete, and cost millions of
dollars. Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel Corporation, observed in 1965 that chip density doubles every 18
months. This observation, known as Moore‟s law, simply means that memory sizes, processor power, and so on,
all follow the same pattern and roughly double in capacity every 18 months. As Moore‟s law states, technology
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changes at an incredibly fast pace; therefore, it is possible to have to revise an entire project plan in the middle
of a project as a result of a change in technology. Technology changes so fast that it is almost impossible to
deliver an information system without feeling the pain of changing technology. Change management is all about
setting realistic expectations. The importance of this critical factor cannot be understated. Almost nothing can
cause a misalignment between expectations and deliverables more quickly than a failure to manage change.

Popular SDLC models
1. Waterfall model
The waterfall is a widely accepted SDLC model. In this approach, the whole process of the software
development is divided into various phases. In this SDLC model, the outcome of one phase acts as the input for
the next phase. This SDLC model is documentation-intensive, with earlier phases documenting what need be
performed in the subsequent phases.
2. Incremental Approach
The incremental model is not a separate model. It is essentially a series of waterfall cycles. The requirements
are divided into groups at the start of the project. For each group, the SDLC model is followed to develop
software. The SDLC process is repeated, with each release adding more functionality until all requirements are
met. In this method, every cycle act as the maintenance phase for the previous software release. Modification to
the incremental model allows development cycles to overlap. After that subsequent cycle may begin before the
previous cycle is complete.
3. V-Model
In this type of SDLC model testing and the development, the phase is planned in parallel. So, there are
verification phases on the side and the validation phase on the other side. V-Model joins by Coding phase.
4. Agile Model
Agile methodology is a practice which promotes continue interaction of development and testing during the
SDLC process of any project. In the Agile method, the entire project is divided into small incremental builds.
All of these builds are provided in iterations, and each iteration lasts from one to three weeks.
5. Spiral Model
The spiral model is a risk-driven process model. This SDLC model helps the team to adopt elements of one or
more process models like a waterfall, incremental, waterfall, etc.
This model adopts the best features of the prototyping model and the waterfall model. The spiral methodology
is a combination of rapid prototyping and concurrency in design and development activities.
6. Big bang model
Big bang model is focusing on all types of resources in software development and coding, with no or very little
planning. The requirements are understood and implemented when they come.
This model works best for small projects with smaller size development team which are working together. It is
also useful for academic software development projects. It is an ideal model where requirements is either
unknown or final release date is not given.
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